
• Support recently arrived ELs and their caregivers in 
navigating the norms and functions of in-person schooling.

• Recently arrived newcomer ELs might have little to no 
experience learning in physical buildings in the U.S. 
Ensure that you know of and can direct them toward 
language, social, and economic support available in 
person that might have been unavailable or differently 
available during virtual learning.

• Practice understanding by allowing for flexibility in how 
families and caregivers are expected to participate in their 
student’s schooling. 

• Ask caregivers their preferred mode of receiving 
information. Continue to share information through their 
preferred modes even if they are not always actively 
responsive.

• Make time for activities that help you get to know your 
students and support their connections with each other. This 
can be as simple as providing a safe space in a community 
circle each morning where students are allowed to share in 
any language how they are doing and what is on their mind, 
with prompts that draw from their interests and experiences. 
These connections can support their willingness to take more 
risks as they continue to develop their language.

• Check-in with and provide positive updates to caregivers. Seek 
to listen and not only talk in these communications to better 
understand students’ assets and resources outside of school.

• Build language flexibility into classroom and communication 
norms.

• Ask students what language resources were available during 
virtual schooling (e.g. Google translate, bilingual texts). Provide 
continued access to these resources when possible. 

• Especially for secondary students, ensure that they have 
access to content texts or opportunities for conversations in 
their home language(s).
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For more information visit wellbeing4la.org/schools

Teaching and learning resources for ELs and their 
teachers: https://www.colorincolorado.org/

Important context about ELs’ experiences during 
COVID-19 pandemic: https://www.migrationpolicy.org/

ELD: English Language Development, a required class 
for students labeled as ELs, intended to support their 
acquisition of English and reclassification to fluent English 
proficient

Resources for Continued Learning

Glossary

Remember that ELs are a diverse group of students with 
widely different needs. Resist making assumptions about 
your students and one-size-fits-all approaches.
These recommendations are perhaps even more 
important for teachers at schools with small populations of 
ELs, as their needs are more likely to have been eclipsed 
by larger student populations in the past school year.
ALL educators are responsible for supporting ELs in their 
content learning and language development, not only 
those primarily teaching or supporting ELD. 

Common Missteps or Misconceptions
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